
E X P E R I E N C E

R E S U M E

Internship | NCA - UFMA 

Software engineer | Pulse, Grupo Mateus

Computer scientist and Software Engineer with knowledge in several areas of software
development, focusing on front-end engineering, with knowledge in technologies such as:
React, Next, React Native, Flutter, Node js and Typescript.

Development of intelligent systems based on AI and Machine Learning/Deep Learning to predict
data related to lawsuits (propensity for lawsuits), so that the company could protect itself and
improve its service in areas where there was great dissatisfaction with the service. For this, I
used technologies such as: Python, XGBoost, Pandas, Keras and Tensorflow.

Developed and proposed efficient solutions for a scalable mobile sales and marketing
application in React native that surpassed the mark of 1 million users.
I took the lead in the development of a design system for the company's mobile applications,
along with robust documentation using the technologies: React Native, typescript, testing
library and storybook., facilitating the development of other company applications.
I supported microservices in NodeJs.
I developed internal web projects to help the company manage contracts with its suppliers,
through web solutions in React, exponentially increasing the efficiency in the management
processes of these contracts.

Software engineer | Take blip

I developed several modules in a micro-frontend architecture using React and Typescript,
leading a development team and leading the migration of some modules to a new structure.
Promoted the personal development of other team members by transferring knowledge, clean
code and good practices through talks and code reviews.

(2018-2020)

(2020-2022)

(2022-2023)

PAULO GOMES
Software Engineer



E D U C A T I O N

S K I L L S

ARMANDO GOMES
Advogado Trabalhista

Federal institute of Maranhão
2013-2015 | IT technician

Federal University of Maranhão
2016-2021 | Bachelor in Computer Science

(12) 3456-7890

ola@grandesite.com.br

@grandesite

React 
Typescript
React Native
Javascript

Software engineer | Juvo

I developed new functionalities in a Backoffice Project using React, adding value to the company
and facilitating the demand of the operational sector.
Developed new features for the company's official applications, which manage loans and users,
using React, Typescript and Flutter.

(2022-current)

Storybook
Jest
Testing library
Flutter

Clean code
SOLID
Microservices
Azure

+55 (98) 98471-4479
paulo.rgomes22@gmail.com

https://github.com/arkher/

www.linkedin.com/in/paulo-ricardo-gomes

C O N T A C T
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